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1. Introduction

■                                                                                                                            ■

An indispensable requirement of the Monte Carlo Method is a copious and re-

liable source of Huniformly distributed random numbers". More precisely, a facile

method is needed for the generation of a, sequence, called pseudo-random number,

which strongly resembles a sample sequence drawn by repeated independent trials

from a probability distribution uniform on the unit interval [0, 1]. Numbers gen-

erated by a formula cannot of course be random, but their use is almost a neces-

sitv in the computers now generally available. Ever since John Von Neumann in-

troduced the "mid-square method" some twenty years ago, methods for the gener-

ation of such pseudo-uniform sequence in computer have received much atten-

tion.

Recently, the methods most widely accepted are the "mixed congruence meth-

od" proposed by R.R. Coveyou,

Xn+i=AXn+C (mod M)

and the "multiplicative congruence method" proposed by D. H. Lehmer,

Xn+1-AXn (mod M)

Here the modulus M generally equals one more than the largest (fixed point)

integer which the computer can store, e.g. 2m (forbinary machines) or lOm (for

decimal machines; m is the word-length of the computer).
＼

The sequence {Xn} is the non-negative integers less than M. Finally, the se-

quence XQ/M, XJM, XJM,　is taken to be the sequence of random numbers.

The hope is the parameters Xo, A, C and M have been chosen sothat the re-

suiting sequence appears to be drawn at random from the uniform distribution

on 【0, ll. Length of period of the random sequence is one standard that hasbeen

used inthe selection of parameters. Speed of generationis a second. But a great

deal of freedom still remains, and the question of how best to use this freedom

never has been fully answered.

If we had a complete understanding of relationship between the number the-

oretic properties of A, C and M, on the one hand, and the statistical properties

of the sequence they generate, on the other hand, the selection problem essential-

ly would be solved.
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2. Mixed Congruence Me仙od (1)

Xn+1-Axn+C (mod M) (2-1)

The multiplier A and the addend C are optional parameters of (2-1); both

parameters are positive integers less than M and relatively prime to M.
●

Thefirst problem is to choose X｡, A and C so that the period of the resulting

sequence is as great as possible. This formula shows that the period of the se-

quence (Xn) is not greater than M. When the period is short, the sequence comes

to nogood in randomness and toouniform. So it is tobe desired that the period

is as long as possible.

Next two theorems are ture. ([4], [8])

〔Theorem 2-1〕

If A-l (mod 4) and fel (mod 2),
then the formula

Xn+l=AXn+C (mod 2'")

takes the longest period 2m, on whichany initial value Xo has no effect.
●

〔Theorem2-2〕 ～

If A^¥ (mod 20) and C-l,3,7 or 9 (mod 10),

then the formula

-^n+1=AXn+C (mod lO〝l)

takes the longest period lO�", on which any initial value Xo has no effect.

Theoretically these generators have a number of small advantages over the

multiplicative generators. They can have longer periods, they may be used with

any starting value, and on most machines, they can be faster than the fastest

multiplicative generators. The fastest such generators have ,4-2^+1 or ,4-10♪+1

for /?>!, because these generators are easily effected by shift-and-add instructions

in computer.

3. Mixed Congmence Me仙od (2)

Xn+1…AXn+C (mod 2'") (3-1)

Here the parameter A is of the form (2♪+1) where p is an integer greater

than 1; C may be any odd number, and m any positive integer. We start with

any convenient XQ; the formula then generates all the integers from 0 to (2〝l-1).

To illustrate the formula, suppose we take p--2, m-3, X0-0, C-l. The for-

mula then becomes

Xn+1-5Xn+l (mod

whence ^,-1, X2-6, Jf,-7, Xt-4, X5-5, X6-2, X7-S, X8-0.

Now we make the proofs not to use number theory. ([2])

Consider the special case

XH+1-AXH+1
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with X｡-0, A-2p+l, p>¥ (integer)

By(3-2)

Xn-l+A+A2+‥..…‥+An

If n is odd, Xt甘is odd. Because the Xn are alternately even and odd.　….(3-3)

If n-2L, L any positive integer. Then Xn contains 2L but not 2L+1　　(3-4)

By induction.

Assume it true for some L. Then

X2n-l+A+……...+An-1+A*(l+A+…...A"'1)

-a+A")xn

Here 1+An contains 2 exactly once. Because

与C4"+l)-与{(2*+l)サ+l)

与{(1+terms in 20+1}
-1+terms in 2n-¥ odd ifサ>1

Then if Xn contains 2L but not 2L+1, X2n contains 2L+1 but not 2L+2.

But (3-4) is true if L-l, since X2-2♪+2.

If n-R-2L, where R is､anodd number, then Xn contains 2L but 2L-* ……(3-5)

XH-XK.aL-n +A*+A*-i+　　+ARa -1))XR

-(1+AR)(1+A2R)(1+A2-R)….‥a+A*　-R)xR

Xn has exactly L factors of the form (l+Ak) ; whence Xn contains 2L but not 2L+1,

since XR is odd.

Thus it follows from (3-3), (3-4) and (3-5) that if O<><2Q, Xn does not con-

tain 2-.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.(3-6)

If Zn is the remainder when Xn is divided by s-2ml then the sequence Zu Z2,

Z3,　, Zs_x includes all the integers from 1 to s-1; that is, every possible re-

mainder occurs exactly once.

By (3-6), there is a remainder; i. e.,-Z{≠O if l≦サ�"<*.

Assume 5>j>/. If Z^Zゎthen Xj-Xi must contain s. But

Xi-Xi-At+Ai*1+　　+A'-

-A'(l+A+......+Aトト')

-A'X,-{

This cannot contain s-2m, by (3-6).

(3-7)

Thus Z,≠Zi and no remainder occurs more than once. Since (s-Y) remainders

occur,(3-7)is-proved.

Z>i-Zi+s

TheZ{formaperiodicsequencewithperiod2m.

Becauseif¥i-j¥contains2-,sodoeslZ7I
*-An*
Xj-Xi-A%X:-i

-(ft-A:)2サ+(Z,-Zi)

●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●
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where Xj-Zj+h.2m, Xt-Z{-¥-k*2n

Let H{-(XH I remainder is Zt when Xn/2m)

There are H｡, Hu..…　Hs_x associated with Zu Z2,...…> ^S-l'

Let xn+1-AXn+1
■

with O<Xo<2'サ

By (3-7), Xo is equal to some Z, say Zk. Then

Zu Xn 1+A+..….+Ak~1-h-2>サ

X｡ belongs to Hk.

X,-l+A+...…+Ak-A-h-2m

Xx belongs to Hk+1.

X2-l+A+.…‥+Ak+1-A2-h-2">

X2 belongs to Hkト2.

and so on.

Thus, (3-7) remains true for arbitrary Xo.

Let Xn+1-AXn +C

with O<Xo<2'w and C any odd number.　　　　　　(3-10)

Then Z,-Xo-C(l+A+A2+　　+4*-1)-ォー2"

Xo belongs to Hk.

Xl-C(l+A+A2+....‥+Ak)-A-h-2'"　　　　　　　　　　　＼

Xx belongs to Hk+1.

and so on.

By the same proof with (3--7), it is shwon that no Zis repeated.

Thus we can state

[Theorem 3-1]

If A-2P+1, p>l (integer)

0≦X,<2m, m>0 (integer)

C-any odd number

then the formula (3-1) Xn, =AXH+C (mod 2m) generates a set of identical sequ-

ences of length 2m, each containing all the integers 0 to 2m-1.

4. Harmonics of Mixed Congruence Method

Since (3-1) generates all the integers from 0 to (2m-1), it follows that for

a sufficiently long sequence the mean and variance must agree exactly with the

theoretical values for a uniformly distributed population. But it is shown that

the sequence has not only the period 2m, but also subperiods or harmonics of all

lengths 2¥ 0<7<ra. These harmonics are subject to define patterns. (【2])

For example consider the series generated by

XH+1--9XH+13 (mod 32)

A-0-0, Jr,-13, X2-2, X3-31, Xt-4, Xt-YI, X6-6, Z7-3,

Zs-8, X9-21, X10-10, Xn-7, X12-12, Xu-25, X14-14, X15-ll,
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A^6-:lb, yCij-=2ud, Jc^-lo, Aig-lO, -A^20::=:::"^'> ^tC21===-*-サー/^22-=^^> ^23-=:-*-*^5

Ji24-24, X2%-5, X26-26, X27-23, X28-28, X2c,-9, X30-30, X3l-27,

Z32-0, ^33-13,

By upper table, we know that　¥Xn+16-Xn¥-16. Whatever the length of the period,

¥xォ　　　Ⅰ -2m-l

If we consider quarter-periods, ¥Xn+2m-2 -Xn¥ is always a multiple of 2m-¥

This relationship holds whatever the values of p and C; it is an inherent pro-

perty of (3-1).

If jr｡-O and Xn+1-AXn+C, then

Xn+2k　^Xn+た+XH-(A々　-1)-An-C/(A-1)

Since A-2♪+1,

(Aサーl)/(A-1)-k*2少+(terms in higher powers of 2P)

If k=--2-, 20≧m-p, then

-2XH+k+Xn-=0 (mod 2�")

Thus three equally spaced Xn, Xn+k, and Xn+2k of the sequence {Xn) are in arith-

metic progression modulus 2m. So also if k is年multiple of 2-,

If k-2-, 2-Q ≧m-p, then

蝣^蝣n+k-Xn…const, (mod 2〝l)

And if 2-Q≧m-p-l, then

^n+3な　Y　…Xn+k-Xn (mod 2〝l)

We can state the same for decimal system.

Thus we know that p should be kept small. Aside from reducing computer

time, small values of p increase the length of the cycle for arithmetic progression.
●

5. Statistical Properties

We consider serial correlation p(Xn, Xn+1) between the consecutive random

numbers Xn and Xn+1 generated by (2-1). (【1])

Let A and C of (2-1) be values for which the period of the {Xn} sequence is

M and the sequence contains all integers from 0 to M-1 (chaotically disordered),

with each integer appearing exactly once.

p(xH, xn+o

where

Let

with

E(Xn, Xn+1)- (E(Xn-)y

E{X*) - {E(Xn)y

｣(* ) - (M-1)/2　　　｣(Xn2)- (M-1)(2M-1)/6

AXn+C-qn-M+rn

OJgH, rn<M
M-1

E(Xn, XH+1)-(1/M)∑ xn-xn
x-o
Af-1

-(1/M)∑ X(AX+C-qM)
x-o

〟-1

-A-E(X*) -CE{X) -∑ qX
X=Q

(Dispensing with the subscript n for convenience)

●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●
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Assume for the moment that C≧A and let Xn in (5-2) take on consecutive in-

teger values starting with 0. Then q increases from 0 to A, in increments of 1,
●

and each a has associated with [M/A] or [M/A] +1 consecutive integers X, as well

as the same number of integers r.

Let戸　be the smallest r associated with a given q. Then戸｡-C, and for q≧1,

チ,<04 is given by

戸q-C-qM (mod A) re<[A　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.(5-4)

From this it follows that戸　are distinct and (戸, r2, …..., rA) is a permutation of

the integers (0, 1, ….... A-Y).

X-(qM+fQ-C)/A corresponding to rq and

X-{(q+l)M+rq+1-C}/A top,+1, whence

(qM+rq -C)/A≦X<{(q+l)M+r,+l-　　　corresponding to q.

Hence

〟-1

A'-0

芋AM昌一M一三一号A圭CM12.-1-M芸A/5

A-

AM2AM-O^M-C-CMACM-1-

'42A+42^+2^-+12+212/1等M2誓...(5-6)

A                 ′

where S-∑戸ォ�"牀　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　…‥....(5-6)
a-¥

We make the assumption that 〟 is so large that any term order of magnitude

is 1/〟 or less is negligible.

p¥xn, Xn+i)≒‡一芸(トS)･諾U2　4 )

芸c

Al'三≦去

1

When A/M<0./A, the third term is negligible. But for A on the order of Mをor

larger, the third term may predominate and the complete equation (5-7) must be

used.

For the case C<A,

p(xn,xn+1)≒AI ･岩(芸一昔)
EBI

where S-∑ vo
0-1

●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●　●

(5-8)

(5-9)

The two definitions (5-6) and (5-9) cannot give results for p different by more

than negligible amount. So equation (5-8) shows that equation (5-7) still applies

for the case of C<y4. For this case, however, the middle term of (5-7) is insig-

nificant and the parameter C appears only insofar as it in且uences the value of S.
●

〔Example 5-1〕

Suppose that M-235, A-2u+l and C-l.

Equation (5-7) reduces to

1

p(Xn, Xn+1)≒甘
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●whichagreeswiththeresultgivenearlier.

〔Example5-2〕

SupposethatM-235,A-21s+l,andC-l.

p(Xn,Xn+i)≒2-1-2-1

fromwhichweinferthatp<^2~

1
InsomerespectsthebestchoiceofAisapproximatelyMーOnereasonis

1
thatthischoiceensuresanabsolutevalueofpontheorderofMす,irrespective

ofC.FormanyC,¥p¥maybemuchsmaller.Example5-2showsthisfact.But

itisnotcorrecttoconcludethatthisselectionofparametersproducesanaccep-

tablegenerator.Foronething,theBrstseveralhundrednumbersgeneratedby

thiscombination,startingwithX｡-0,arealllessthanM/2.

[Example5-3]

SupposethatM-235andA-217+l.

p(Xn,Xn+i)≒3(Ci-2-67-C-2-32+l)2-

1ThuswhenC-l,f)≒3(2~19);andwhenC≒(1±2~す)234andapproximatelydivi･

siblebyA,p<2-19.

1Finally∴ifAissufficientlysmallrelativetoMすsothatA/M<0./A,then

p(xu,xn+1)≒封9MS三fir'>

---+1

1Itfollowsthatp≒I/AwhenC<宅M,whereasp<^l/AwhenC≒M(1±3一首)/2.Here

AandCarerestrictedtovalueswhichaffordthefullperiod.Onesuchselection

ofM-235,namelyA-27+landC-l,hasbeentestedempiricallyandproposedas●●

asuitablegenerator.([9])
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